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Abstract Bug reports are essential software artifacts that describe software bugs, especially in open-source

software. Lately, due to the availability of a large number of bug reports, a considerable amount of research has

been carried out on bug-report analysis, such as automatically checking duplication of bug reports and localizing

bugs based on bug reports. To review the work on bug-report analysis, this paper presents an exhaustive survey

on the existing work on bug-report analysis. In particular, this paper first presents some background for bug

reports and gives a small empirical study on the bug reports on Bugzilla to motivate the necessity for work on

bug-report analysis. Then this paper summaries the existing work on bug-report analysis and points out some

possible problems in working with bug-report analysis.
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1 Introduction

As programmers can hardly write programs without any bugs, it is inevitable to find bugs and fix bugs

in software development. Moreover, it is costly and time-consuming to find and fix bugs in software

development. Software testing and debugging is estimated to consume more than one third of the total

cost of software development [1,2].

To guarantee the quality of software efficiently, many projects use bug reports to collect and record the

bugs reported by developers, testers, and end-users. Actually, with the rapid development of software

(i.e., especially open source software), vast amounts of bug reports have been produced. For example,

there are on average 29 reports submitted each day in the open-source version of Eclipse1) [3]. Although

a large number of bug reports may help improve the quality of software, it is also a challenge to analyze

these bug reports. To address this practical problem, many researchers proposed various techniques to

facilitate bug-report2) analysis.

*Corresponding author (email: haodan@pku.edu.cn, zhanglucs@pku.edu.cn)
1) https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/.
2) In this paper, we focus on bug reports rather than issue reports. Usually a bug report refers to a software document

that describes software bugs, whereas an issue report refers to a software document that describes various issues (e.g., bugs,

missing documentation and requested features) of a software. See Section 2 for more details.
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Most work on bug-report analysis focuses on how to use bug reports efficiently. As a bug report records

various information of a bug, including its stakeholders, description, and so on, some work focuses on

how to optimize bug reports [4–6] by addressing the problems in existing bug reports, e.g., misclassifying

a new feature as a bug and assign severity levels to bug reports. To collect and assign bug reports

automatically, some work focuses on how to automate bug-report triage [3,7–11] by identifying duplicate

bug reports on the same bug, predicting the priority of bug reports, and assigning bug reports with high

precision. Furthermore, to help developers fix the bugs reported by bug reports, some work focuses on

fixing bugs based on these bug reports.

To review these existing work, in this paper, we present the first survey of the current research on bug-

report analysis. According to the life-cycle of a bug report, a bug report has at least two stakeholders: the

ones who submit bug reports (i.e., reporters) and the ones who deal with bug reports (i.e., developers).

We classify the existing work on bug-report analysis based on the stakeholders of bug reports. Some work

on bug-report analysis focuses on aiding the ones who submit bug reports by improving the quality of

bug reports, i.e., bug report optimization, which includes the studies on the quality of bug reports,

identifying misclassified bug reports, and predicting the severity of bug reports. Some work on bug-report

analysis focuses on aiding the ones who deal with bug reports, i.e., usage of bug reports. In particular,

based on the aims of these work, we classify the work on usage of bug reports into two categories, bug-

report triage and bug fixing. Work on bug-report triage aims to triage bug reports automatically,

whereas work on bug fixing aims to remove the bugs reported by bug reports. In particular, work

on bug-report triage includes bug-report prioritization, duplicate bug-report detection, and bug-report

assignment, whereas work on bug fixing includes bug localization based on bug reports and link recovery

between bugs and changes. Especially, as a bug report records the document for bugs, many researchers

focus on bug fixing so as to reduce developers’ manual efforts on removing the bugs reported by bug

reports. As most of these bug localization approaches are based on information retrieval techniques, we

further classify these approaches based on the data used in information retrieval. For the work on link

recovery between bugs and changes, based on the different aims of these work, we classify these work into

work on recovery techniques and work on linkage bias revealing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some terms mostly used in bug-report

analysis, the life-cycle of bug reports, and some statistics of existing bug reports in practice, Section 3

further explains our classification framework on bug-report analysis, Section 4 reviews the work on bug-

report optimization, Section 5 reviews the work on bug-report triage, Section 6 reviews the work on bug

fixing, and Section 7 reviews a little work on other bug-report analysis. Finally, Section 8 concludes the

whole paper.

2 Preliminary

In this section, we explain some basic concepts and describe the life-cycle of bug reports. We also provide

some statistics as well as analysis of bug reports.

2.1 Bug-report terminology

(1) Bug. A software bug is an error, flaw, or fault in a computer program or system that produces

unexpected results or behavior. There is a distinction between “bug” and “issue”. An issue could be a

bug but not always a bug. It can also be a feature request3), task, missing documentation, and so on.

The process of finding and removing bugs is called “debugging”. Bugs may be caused by tiny coding

errors, but the results of bugs can be serious, making finding and fixing bugs a rather challenging task.

(2) Bug report. A bug report is a software document describing software bugs, which is submitted by a

developer, a tester, or an end-user [12]. Bug reports have many other names, such as “defect reports” [13],

“fault reports”, “failure reports” [14], “error reports”, “problem reports”, “trouble reports”, and so

3) The authors of this paper have collected the feature requests of the top 12 projects from sourceforge, which is available

at https://github.com/pku-sei-test/Feature-Request.
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Figure 1 The life-cycle of a bug report

on. Typically a bug report is composed of its identification number, its title, when it is reported and

modified, the severity or importance, the programmer assigned to fix the bug, the resolution status (e.g.,

new, unconfirmed, resolved) of the bug, the description of the report(e.g., steps to reproduce the bug,

stack traces, and expected behavior), additional comments (e.g., discussion about the possible solutions),

attachments (e.g., proposed patches, test cases), and a list of reports that need to be addressed before

this report is resolved [11].

(3) Bug repository. Bug repositories are often used in open-source software projects to allow both

developers and users to post problems encountered with the software, suggest possible enhancements and

comment upon existing bug reports [10]. An open bug repository is open and visible for all people. As

bugs reported in bug repositories may be identified and solved by all people, the quality of the open

projects may improve [15].

(4) Bug-report triage. Bug-report triage consists of the following process: figuring out whether a bug is

a real bug, checking whether the reported bug is a duplicate of an existing bug, prioritizing bug reports,

and deciding which developer should work on the bug reports [16].

(5) Bug-report duplication. Duplicate bug reports refer to the bug reports on the same bug committed

by different reporters, as there are many users interacting with a system and reporting its bugs. Detect-

ing duplicate bug reports is a procedure of bug triage, which reduces triaging cost and saves time for

developers in fixing the same issues [8].

(6) Bug tracking system. A bug tracking system (also called defect tracking system) manages bug

reports and developers who fix bugs [16]. Bug tracking systems are designed to track reported software

bugs. Bugs are stored in a bug repository, which is the major component of a bug tracking system. To

submit and resolve bugs automatically, developers of many popular open-source projects (e.g., Mozilla,

Eclipse, and Linux kernel) use bug tracking systems (e.g., Bugzilla, Jira, Mantis, Trac).

2.2 The life-cycle of a bug report

A bug report goes through several resolution status over its lifetime. Figure 1 depicts the life-cycle of a

bug report.

When a bug is first reported, the bug report is marked as UNCONFIRMED. When a triager has verified
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Figure 2 Number of bug reports for Apache.
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Figure 3 Number of bug reports for Eclipse.

that the bug is not duplicate and indeed a new bug, the status is set to NEW. Then the triager assigns

the bug report to one proper developer, and the status is changed to ASSIGNED. Then the assigned

developer reproduces the bug, localizes it and tries to fix it. When the bug has been solved, the bug

report is marked as RESOLVED. After that, if a tester is not satisfied with the solution, the bug should

be reopened with the status set to REOPEN ; if a tester has verified that the solution worked, the status

is changed to VERIFIED. The final status of a bug report is CLOSED, which is set when no occurrence

of the bug is reported.

Note that there are more than one possible sequent status for the status RESOLVED. If a developer

makes necessary code changes and the bug is solved, the status will be changed from RESOLVED to

FIXED. If the developer does not fix the bug due to some reason, the status will be set to WONTFIX. If

the problem could not be reproduced by the developer, the status will be changed to WORKSFORME.

If the developer finds that the report is a duplicate of an existing bug report, the status will be changed

to DUPLICATE. If the bug reported by the bug report is not an actual bug, the status will be changed

to INVALID.

2.3 Statistics of bug reports

In this section, we take the most popular bug tracking system—Bugzilla4) as a subject and study the

bug reports in this system. Bugzilla is a bug tracking system that keeps track of bugs for individual

or groups of developers. In this section, we choose Bugzilla as the subject because it has been used by

at least 1268 companies, organizations, and projects, among which there are some well-known large free

software projects, such as Mozilla, Linux kernel, Apache, and Eclipse.

As Bugzilla has a large number of projects, we use the bug reports of only Eclipse5) and Apache6),

because these two projects are well known large open source systems and are widely used in empirical

research. For each project, we recorded its following data from Nov, 31st to Dec 15th, 2013: (1) the total

number of bug reports, (2) the proportion of different resolutions, (3) the number of daily generated bug

reports, and (4) the number of daily handled bug reports. These results are shown by Figures 2–7.

Figures 2 and 3 presents the total number of bug reports for Apache and Eclipse, respectively. As a bug

report has eight possible status in its life-cycle, we use different patterns to distinguish the eight status.

Until Dec 15th, 2013,Apache project has received more than 39300 bug reports totally, and Eclipse has re-

ceived more than 422800. From Figures 2 and 3, forApache, 4222 (UNCONFIRMED+NEW+ASSIGNED

+REOPEN-ED) bug reports need to be further handled, which accounts for 10.72% of total number; for

Eclipse, 63155 (UNCONFIRMED+NEW+ASSIGNED+REOPENED) bug reports need to be further

handled, which accounts for 14.94% of total number. That is, developers have to handle a large number

of bug reports.

4) http://www.bugzila.org.
5) http://www.eclipse.org.
6) http://www.apache.org.
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Figure 4 Number of resolutions for Apache.
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every day for Apache.
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Figure 7 Number of bug reports submitted and handled

every day for Eclipse.

Figures 4 and 5 presents the number of resolutions of bug reports for Apache and Eclipse, which show

the quality of the reports. The horizonal axis depicts the possible resolutions of bug reports defined by

Bugzilla. In particular, “Fixed” depicts that the bug reports actually record bugs and the recorded bugs

have been fixed, whereas the other resolutions (e.g., “Invalid”, “Duplicate”, and “Later”) depict the bug

reports whose bugs have not been fixed due to some reasons (e.g., invalid bug reports, duplicate bug

reports, or leaving the bug for later). The vertical axis depicts the total number of bug reports of the

same resolution status. From Figures 4 and 5, of all the handled bug reports, 2224 (6.42%) bug reports

of Apache and 45688 (12.70%) of Eclipse are DUPLICATION, whereas 7925 (22.88%) bug reports of

Apache are INVALID and 2002 (5.78%) bug reports of Eclipse are WORKSFORME (i.e., developers

cannot reproduce the bug). That is, the quality of bug reports is not good enough.

Figures 6 and 7 presents the number of bug reports submitted or handled every day for Apache and

Eclipse, whose horizonal axis depicts each day from Nov, 31th to Dec 15th, 2013. From this figure,

for Apache, the number of newly increased and handled bug reports is not so large. In particular, 2.8

bug reports were generated on average every day, and 2.2 bug reports were handled. For Eclipse, the

number of newly increased and handled reports is larger. In particular, every day, 60 bug reports are

generated and 50 bug reports are handled on average. That is, handling bug reports is usually as efficient

as reporting bug reports. However, for Eclipse, sometimes the largest number of increased bug reports

everyday is 180. That is, sometimes it is costly for developers to triage and fix bug reports due to the

existence of a large number of bug reports.

As shown by Figures 4 and 5, the quality of bug reports is far from good, and thus, many researchers

work on optimizing bug reports. Considering the large number of bug reports shown by Figures 2–5, it

is tedious and costly for developers to triage bug reports and fix bugs reported by bug reports, and thus

many researchers worked on automating bug-report triage and bug fixing.

 https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-014-5241-2
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Table 1 Classification scheme

Primary classification Secondary classification Bug-report status

4 Bug-report optimization

4.1 Content optimization of bug reports

From UNSOLVED to NEW
4.2 Work on bug-report misclassification

4.3 Prediction on bug-report severity

4.4 Discussion

5 Bug-report triage

5.1 Bug-report prioritization

From NEW to ASSIGNED
5.2 Detection of duplicate bug reports

5.3 Bug-report assignment

5.4 Discussion

6 Bug fixing

6.1 Bug localization based on bug reports

From ASSIGNED to RESOLVED
6.2 Recovering links

6.3 Bug-fixing time prediction

6.4 Discussion

3 Classification scheme

In our survey, we employ the classification scheme from two perspectives: the reporters’ perspective and

the developers’ perspective. From the reporters’ perspective, there are some research on improving the

quality of bug reports. From the developer’s perspective, there are many research on automating bug-

report triage and fix. That is, we classify the existing research related to bug report into three categories:

bug-report optimization (in Section 4) , bug-report triage (in Section 5), and bug fixing (in Section 6).

As Table 1 shows, on bug-report optimization, we will introduce the approaches that researchers adopt-

ed to improve the quality of bug reports, including optimizing bug-report (in Subsection 4.1), avoiding

bug-report misclassification (in Subsection 4.2), and predicting bug-report severity (in Subsection 4.3);

on bug-report triage, we will introduce the current techniques to automate the process of bug triage,

including prioritizing bug reports (in Subsection 5.1), checking duplication of bug reports (in Subsec-

tion 5.2) and assigning bug reports to developers (in Subsection 5.3); on bug fixing, we will introduce the

research on bug-report based bug fixing, including localizing bugs (in Subsection 6.1), recovering links

between bug reports and the corresponding fixing changes (in Subsection 6.2), and predicting bug-fixing

time (in Subsection 6.3). At the end of each of the three general categories, we will shortly discuss the

existing problems as well as the possible future research directions.

4 Bug-report optimization

Bug reports play an important role in software development. As the quality of bug reports influences the

time of bug fixing, bug-report optimization becomes important. However, in practice, many bug reports

do not have high quality. For example, according to Subsection 2.3, of the total bug reports, 22.88%

bug reports of Apache are invalid. To reduce invalid bug reports and improve the quality of bug reports,

researchers investigated the following main ways to improve the quality of bug reports: (1) study on the

content of bug reports, (2) techniques on reducing bug-report misclassification, and (3) techniques on

predicting the severity of bug reports.

4.1 Content optimization of bug reports

As discussed in Section 2, a typical bug report may include much information, including the bug’s severity

or importance, the programmer assigned to fix the bug, its resolution status, steps to reproduce the bug,

expected behavior, stack traces, proposed patches and test cases. However, due to the practical concern,

it is tedious and impossible to include as much information as possible in the bug reports. Therefore, it
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is necessary to investigate the essential information for a bug report and researchers usually studied this

problem by performing some investigations.

Bettenburg et al. [5] first studied the quality of bug reports in 2007. They conducted a survey on

some developers7) of Eclipse and gave a tool to measure the quality of bug reports according to their

content. Their results showed that steps to reproduce and stack traces are considered most important

by developers, and errors in steps to reproduce and incomplete information are most harmful. In the

next year, Bettenburg et al. [4] expanded their survey to three projects (Apache, Eclipse, and Mozilla).

They collected more data (i.e., 466 responses, including 156 from developers and 310 from reporters) and

got more convincing results. For developers, the most widely used information of bug reports includes

steps to reproduce, expected behavior, and stack traces, and the most important information they think

includes steps to reproduce, stack traces, and test cases. For users, few of them added stack traces and

test cases to their bug reports, though they consider steps to reproduce and test cases most helpful to

developers. They also trained a new tool by building supervised learning models using the quality ratings

of bug reports from developers. The tool not only measures the quality of a new bug report, but also

suggests reporters how to enhance their bug reports. Hooimeijer and Weimer [6] also presented a model

to measure bug-report quality, but they divided bug reports into “cheap” and “expensive” by predicting

whether bug reports can be resolved within a given time. Their research was performed based on the

assumption that “in general, reports of higher quality are dealt with more quickly than those of lower

quality”. This assumption, however, is not so reasonable, as many bug reports are addressed quickly not

because of their quality, but because of the urgent problems they describe. Xie et al. [17] conducted an

empirical study on Gnome and Mozilla to understand how the projects leverage non-developer volunteers

(called triager) to improve the quality of bug reports. They found the primary impact of triager involves

filtering reports, filling missing information and determining the relevant product. They pointed out that

triagers were good at filtering invalid reports but had difficulty in accurately pinpointing the relevant

product.

Furthermore, Breu et al. [18] performed a questionnaire on 600 bug reports from Mozilla and Eclipse.

From the questionnaire, the information needs change over the life-cycle of a bug report. Furthermore,

similar to Bettenburg et al. [4], they suggested users to provide screenshots, stack traces, and steps to

facilitate reproducing as well.

For the research on specific bug report fields, Lamkanfi et al. [19] noticed that bug reports may contain

errors such as wrong components, so they proposed a data-mining technique to predict wrong components

for a particular bug report. Herraiz et al. [20] held the opinion that the reports of Bugzilla are too complex,

so they classified bug reports by the close time and by levels of severity, and found that there are more

clusters for the latter division standard. They finally concluded that the severity of bug reports can be

reduced from seven options to three.

In the view of the whole bug report, Wu et al. [21] mentioned that the bug reports are often incomplete,

so they proposed BUGMINER, which derived useful information from bug-report databases, and used

the information to check the completion of a given bug report. Xia et al. [22] mentioned that the contents

of bug reports may be changed due to several reasons. To investigate the problem, they first asked some

bug reporters and developers the reasons of changing the contents, and then conducted an empirical

study on four open-source projects (i.e., OpenOffice, Netbeans, Eclipse, and Mozilla). From their study,

fixing a changed bug report takes more time. Rastkar et al. [23] generated the summaries for bug reports

as they thought that an accurate summary can help developers quickly get to the right bug report when

they make use of existing bug reports for analysis.

Instead of focusing on the contents of bug reports, Ko et al. [24] performed a linguistic analysis of

200000 bug report titles from five projects (i.e., Eclipse, Firefox, Apache, Linux, and OpenOffice)

to study how people describe software problems and suggested new designs for more structured report

forms. In particular, they applied a probabilistic part-of-speech tagger [25] to all report titles, by counting

the nouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives that appeared in those titles, and proposed several design ideas

motivated by their results, such as soliciting more structured titles.

7) Actually, they asked 336 developers, but received only 48 responses.
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4.2 Work on bug-report misclassification

In 2008, Antoniol et al. [26] raised the problem of bug-report misclassification, which is to distinguish

bugs from non-bugs. Furthermore, they built three classifiers (i.e., alternating decision trees, Naive Bayes

classifiers, and logistic regression) to distinguish bugs from other issues (e.g., enhancement and refactor-

ing) on Mozilla, Eclipse, and JBoss, whose precision is from 77% to 82%. Pingclasai et al. [27] proposed

another approach to automatically classifying bug reports—topic modeling. Also, they compared three

classification models (i.e., decision tree, Naive Bayes classifier, and logistic regression) to find the most

effective one. According to their results, Naive Bayes classifier is the most efficient classification model.

Later, Herzig et al. [28] manually inspected more than 7000 issue reports from two tracking systems

Bugzilla and Jira to learn the percentage of bug reports that have been misclassified and found that

“Every third bug is not a bug”. Besides, they found 40% issue reports are inaccurately classified, and

39% files that are marked as defective have never had a bug.

From a different respect, Zanetti et al. [29] conducted a case study on four open-source software

communities, and found that bug reporters’ centrality plays an important role in bug-report quality,

based on which they developed an automated bug-report classification mechanism using a support vector

machine, to predict whether a reported bug is valid or faulty.

4.3 Prediction on the severity of bug reports

“Severity” is an important content of a bug report assigned by reporters, which is critical for developers

to decide the priority of different bugs. Reporters (e.g, testers or end-users) often fail to recognize the

severity of bug reports due to the lack of experience or some other reasons.

To help testers assign severity levels to bug reports, in 2008, Menzies and Marcus [13] presented

the first automated approach, which is based on standard text-mining and machine-learning techniques.

Their severity predictor first used typical text-mining techniques (i.e., tokenization, removing stop words,

and stemming) to deal with textual description of bug reports, then used a Java version of Cohen’s

RIPPER rule learner [30] to generate rule sets based on important tokens got before. They emphasized

that severity prediction is especially important for mission critical systems (e.g., systems developed by

NASA), and performed a case study using data from NASA’s Project and Issue Tracking System (PITS).

Similarly, Lamkanfi et al. [31] used the same technique (text mining and machine learning) to predict

severity of bug reports by using larger training sets from three open-source projects: Mozilla, Eclipse,

and Gnome. Different from the previous techniques, they used a Naive Bayes classifier to train the

tokens. Their research goal is comparatively easy, which is to distinguish non-severe bugs from severe

bugs. In particular, in their approach, trivial and minor of severity levels are taken as non-severe,

whereas major, critical, and blocker of severity levels are taken as severe. Later, Lamkanfi et al. [32]

completed a follow-up study, which is a comparison of four well-known document classification algorithms

(i.e., Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Support Vector Machines) on bug-

report severity prediction. According to this study, Naive Bayes is best suited for classifying bug reports

into “severe” or “non-severe”. Extending the above work, Tian et al. [33] proposed a new information

retrieval based approach to predicting the severity levels of bug reports. In particular, they used BM25F

similarity function to evaluate the similarities among different bug reports, then used the similarity in a

nearest-neighbor fashion to assign severity levels to bug reports. Their approach uses both textual and

non-textual information of bug reports. Their work is mostly similar to Menzies and Marcus’s work [13]

because both of them is fine-grained (i.e., five severity labels). However, the former work is evaluated to

outperform Menzies and Marcus’s work.

4.4 Discussion

It is necessary to improve the quality of bug reports due to the existing problems in practical bug reports.

First, reporters still report issues in the same way as bugs by bug reports in some bug tracking systems,

although these issues may be feature request, missing documentation, and so on. Second, it is hard to

automatically distinguish real bugs from non-bugs, and thus developers usually have to manually select
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real bugs. Third, some bug reports are invalid because reporters sometimes fail to report contents that

are essential for bug fixing. Fourth, reporters can hardly submit bug reports when they cannot reproduce

bugs.

Considering the techniques used in bug-report optimization, researchers usually use questionnaires to

investigate what contents of a bug report are essential or important; when to distinguish bugs from other

issues or predict bug-report severity, researchers usually use text mining and machine learning techniques.

In the future, to improve the quality of bug reports, bug tracking systems may check the quality of

bug reports as reporters submit a bug report. For example, bug tracking system may check whether

a bug report is duplicate as soon as reporters submit it so as to reduce the large number of duplicate

bug reports before bug-report triage. Moreover, it is necessary to specify the necessary contents of bug

reports before they are submitted so as to reduce the number of invalid bug reports that cannot be solved

by developers.

5 Bug-report triage

Bug-report triage is a process of checking bugs, prioritizing bugs, and assigning bugs to proper developers

(i.e., bug assignment) [17]. In practice, most bug reports are triaged manually to developers [34]. However,

for a large open-source project, every day an ignorable number of bug reports are submitted. For example,

60 bug reports are generated every day on average for the open-source version of Eclipse. That is, it

is a labor-intensive task for developers to read, analyze, prioritize these bug reports, check duplication

of these bug reports, and assign these bug reports to a proper developer from hundreds of candidates.

Moreover, these procedures are also error-prone [17,35].

To assist triagers who are responsible for the process of bug-report triage and improve the bug triaging

efficiency, many researchers have focused on automating bug-report triage, including prioritizing bug

reports (in Subsection 5.1), checking duplication of bug reports (in Subsection 5.2) and assigning bug

reports to developers (in Subsection 5.3).

5.1 Bug-report prioritization

As a large number of bug reports exist in the bug tracking system for a large project, it is time-consuming

and effort-consuming to deal with these bug reports. Some bug reports are more important than others.

Due to time limit, it is necessary to deal with important bug reports early. That is, triagers assign priority

to bug reports and prioritize these bug reports based on their priority.

To facilitate bug-report prioritization, Yu et al. [36] adopted neural network techniques. Also, they

reused data sets from similar software systems to speed up evolutionary training, which aims to solve

error problems. Kanwal and Maqbool [37] proposed a bug priority recommender based on SVM and

Naive Bayes classifiers. Besides, they compared the results of these two classifiers in terms of accuracy,

and found that when using text features for recommending bug priority, SVM performs better, while

when using categorical features, Naive Bayers performs better. Tian et al. [38] presented a new machine

learning framework and a new classification engine, which are used to predict the priority of bug reports

considering multiple factors including temporal, textual, author, related-report, severity, and product.

These factors are extracted as features and are then used to train a discriminative model via a classification

algorithm.

5.2 Detection of duplicate bug reports

In 2005, Anvik et al. [39] conducted a large-scale empirical study on the bug repositories of Eclipse and

Firefox, and found that a large portion (20%–40%) of bug reports are identified as duplicate by the

developers. This study provided evidence for the existence of bug-report duplication and showed that it

is necessary to detect duplicate bug reports and understand the phenomena of bug-report duplication.

The work on bug-report duplication can be classified into three categories. The first two categories

focuses on presenting new techniques on detecting duplicate bug reports, whereas the last category focuses
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on understanding bug-report duplication. In particular, the work of the first category mainly relies on

the natural language information in bug reports, the work of the second category mainly relies on the

execution information recorded by bug reports, and the work of the third category is mainly empirical

studies on bug-report duplication.

5.2.1 Natural-language based duplicate bug-report detection

Hiew [40] made the first attempt to detect duplicate bug reports based on the textual information of

bug reports. Specifically, his approach transforms the textual part of bug reports into word vectors,

calculates the similarity between word vectors, and ranks candidate duplicate bug reports according to

their similarity to a given bug. Runeson et al. [9] did another pioneer work on natural language based

duplicate bug-report detection, in which they considered more textual features (e.g., software versions,

testers, the submission date, and so on), and conducted a large-scale experimental study on industrial

projects. Later, Jalbert and Weimer [41] proposed duplicate bug-report classification, in which they not

only ranked a list of existing bug reports that are more similar with a new bug report, but also gave

a recommendation on whether the new bug report is a duplicate bug report based on the similarities.

Sureka and Jalote [42] proposed a novel approach to detecting duplicate bug reports based on N-grams

of characters. Since their approach is not word-based, it is able to handle bug reports written in Asian

languages such as Chinese and Japanese.

Furthermore, many works in this direction tried to enhance the accuracy of duplicate-bug-report detec-

tion based on the following ways: metrics on textual similarity, ranking strategies, or extra information.

We summary and introduce existing work based on the three ways as follows.

(1) Improvement based on metrics for textual similarity. Sun et al. [43] proposed a novel

approach based on discriminative approach that assigns different weights to words in bug reports when

calculating textual similarity. Their empirical studies showed that their approach outperforms all former

techniques that used merely textual information. Later, they further improved their approach [44] by

bringing in a textual similarity metric called BM25F [45]. After that, also based on BM25F, Tian et

al. [46] proposed to consider the similarity between new bug reports and multiple existing bug reports

(instead of just the most similar bug reports) to decide whether the bug reported by the new bug report

is actually a duplicate bug. Nyugen et al. [8] proposed to apply topic modelling to detect duplicate bug

reports, which measures the semantic similarity between words. Different from the previous work that

models a bug report as a set of words, Banerjee et al. [47] proposed to further consider word sequences

when calculating the textual similarity between bug reports.

Furthermore, Falessi et al. [48] conducted a large-scale experimental study to compare a wide range of

natural language processing techniques on the duplicate-bug-report detection in a large industrial project.

They drew the conclusion that different NLP techniques do not have significant difference, but a proper

combination of these techniques may result in a higher effectiveness.

(2) Improvement on ranking strategies. Liu et al. [7] proposed to apply a recently developed

supervised machining learning technique called Learn To Rank (LTR) to rank candidate bug reports based

on a series of features. Simultaneously, Zhou and Zhang [49] also proposed an LTR-based approach, using

nine more sophisticatedly defined features.

(3) Improvement by using extra information. Feng et al. [50] proposed to use the profile in-

formation of the bug reporter to enhance the effectiveness of existing techniques on detecting duplicate

bug reports. Alipour et al. [51] proposed to supplement existing approaches with domain knowledge (i.e.,

Android-specific keywords in their study), and their experiments showed that such domain knowledge

can effectively enhance the accuracy of duplicate-bug-report detection.

5.2.2 Execution information based duplicate bug report detection

As many software platforms (e.g. Microsoft Windows, Firefox) provide features to record execution traces

for field bugs, it is natural to use such execution information to detect duplicate bug reports because

such information demonstrates the behavior of bugs. Therefore, many research efforts have been made

on using execution information in duplicate-bug-report detection.
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Podgurski et al. [14] started the preliminary work by proposing an approach to categorizing software

failure reports by performing undirected clustering on their execution traces. Later, Wang et al. [52]

proposed the first approach to detecting duplicate bug reports using execution traces. To learn the

effectiveness of execution traces on detecting duplicate bug reports, they also combined execution traces

with natural language information using a self-adapted weighing algorithm to assign weights to the

information sources, and found that this combination technique achieves a higher accuracy than existing

techniques using only natural language information. Based on this work, Song et al. [53] did some

adaptations, and implemented a more efficient version for the IBM Jazz Project. Lerch et al. [54] proposed

an approach to identifying stack traces in bug reports, transforming stack traces to a set of methods, and

detecting duplicate bug reports by calculating and ranking the similarity between method sets. Recently,

Kim et al. [55] proposed to use crash graphs to depict a number of related crash reports (stack traces),

and detect duplicate crash reports by measuring the similarity between crash graphs. Dang et al. [56]

proposed a novel model to measure the similarity between two stack traces. Specifically, in their work,

they further considered the the distance of the matched functions to the top frame, and the offset distance

between the matched functions.

5.2.3 Empirical studies on duplicate bug reports

Due to the existence of a large number of duplicate bug reports in software repositories, some researchers

began to conduct empirical studies to better understand this phenomena. Specifically, Bettenburg et

al. [57] conducted an empirical study on the influence of duplicate bug reports and found that although

these bug reports cause extra burden on bug triaging, they also provide extra useful information that the

original bug report may not cover. Wang et al. [58] studied existing duplicate bug reports, and found

that many different technical terms actually have a similar meaning in the setting of software bugs. So

they proposed an approach to detecting different software technical terms with similar meanings, based

on known duplicate bug reports. Later, Cavalcanti et al. [59,60] conducted two empirical studies to find

relations between the characteristics (e.g., size, life-time, bug-report submitters) of software repositories

and bug-report duplication, and found that bug-report submitters with sporadic profiles are more likely

to submit duplicate bug reports. Davidson et al. [61] conducted another empirical study to find the

factors that affect bug-duplication rate, in which they found that software size and user groups do not

have strong correlations with the bug-duplication rate.

5.3 Bug-report assignment

We classify and summary the existing work on bug-report assignment from two aspects, the techniques

used in bug-report assignment and the information used in bug-report assignment.

5.3.1 Classification based on technologies used in bug-report assignment

After a comprehensive investigation, we found that work in bug-report assignment usually uses the fol-

lowing techniques, machine-learning techniques, information-retrieval techniques, and some mathematical

theories like fuzzy sets and Euclidean distance. Therefore, we will review these work based on the tech-

niques used in bug-report assignment:

(1) Machine learning based bug-report assignment. Most bug-report triage approaches use Ma-

chine Learning techniques for the purpose of text categorization. In particular, these approaches usually

train a classifier with previously assigned bug reports and then use the classifier to classify and assign

new bug reports.

Cubranic and Murphy [16] proposed the first machine-learning based bug-report triage approach in

2004. In particular, they viewed bug-report assignment as a supervised learning problem where the history

information on developers and their fixed bugs (recorded in the bug reports) are used as training data to

learn which developer a bug report should be assigned to. Based on their experimental study, the proposed

approach based on a Naive Bayes classifier assigned 15859 bug reports and achieved 30% classification

accuracy. Later, Anvik et al. [3,10] extended the previous work by filtering out noise data including bug
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reports labeled “wontfix” or “worksforme”, and developers who no longer worked there or contributed

poorly. Compared with the previous work, this approach is evaluated to have higher precision (more

than 50%). Besides, based on the experimental results, among the three machine-learning algorithms,

Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (i.e., SVM), and C4.5, SVM based bug-report assignment is

competitive. To improve the accuracy of bug-report triage, Bhattacharya and Neamtiu [62] proposed to

use refined classification, richer feature vectors and tossing graphs. From their experimental results, intra-

fold updates are useful for improving the prediction accuracy in bug-report triage. Most recently, Hao et

al. [63] proposed a novel recommendation method for large projects called BugFixer. They developed a

new tokenization algorithm and used Vector Space Model (i.e., VSM) to compute bug report similarity.

Their evaluation shows that BugFixer outperforms previous recommendation methods based on Naive

Bayes and SVM.

Most of the related work on bug-report assignment is based on free and open-source projects, but Lin

et al. [64] conducted an empirical study on a Chinese proprietary software project. Also using SVM,

they conducted an experiment using Chinese text in bug reports (i.e., title, description, and step).

Besides, they conducted another experiment based on non-text fields of bug reports (i.e., BUGTYPE,

BUGCLASS, PHASEID, SUBMITTER, MODULEID, BUGPRIORITY) using J48 classifier and decision

tree, and found that text data are more useful than non-text data when automatically assigning bug

reports.

Unlike other supervised or unsupervised learning approaches on bug-report assignment, Xuan et al. [65]

first proposed a semi-supervised approach. They proposed a semi-supervised learning approach by com-

bining a Naive Bayes classifier and expectation-maximization, which generates a weighted recommenda-

tion list for bug-report triage. They took advantage of both labeled and unlabeled bug reports.

Different from the preceding work that focuses on finding the best developers, Alenezi and Magel [66]

built a classification model to redistribute the load of overloaded developers.

Feature selection is an important component of machine learning, which may facilitate training-set

reduction. Zou et al. [67] first combined feature selection (i.e., CHI Feature Selection Algorithm) with

instance selection (i.e., ICF Instance Selection Algorithm) to improve the accuracy of bug-report triage

and reduce the training sets. From their experimental results, their approach removed 70% words and

50% bug reports in applying machine learning to assign bug reports, and the reduced training sets provide

better accuracy. Park et al. [35] reformulated bug assignment as an optimization problem of both accuracy

and cost, and proposed a cost-aware triage algorithm, which extracts bug features to train an SVM model

and is evaluated to have reduced 30% of cost.

(2) Information retrieval based bug-report assignment. Information Retrieval is also widely

used in bug-report assignment, because bug reports are documents recording the information that may

be used in bug-report assignment.

Following the hypothesis that “given a new change request, developers that have resolved similar

change requests in the past are the best candidates to resolve the new one”, Canfora and Cerulo [68] used

the textual description of change request (i.e., bugs or features) as a query to find candidate developers

by using information retrieval and thus constructed a competence database of developers. However, for

a bug report, “most experienced developers” may not be “the best developers”, their proposed approach

may ignore some developers who have contributed in some code that is very related to this bug report

because these developers have never dealt with a bug report before.

Term selection is a group of information-retrieval techniques which help to improve the accuracy of

bug-report assignment. Alenezi and Magel [66] investigated the use of five term-selection techniques on

the accuracy of bug-report assignment. Matter et al. [69] proposed a novel expertise model of developers

based on the vocabulary found in the source code contributions of developers. Then they extracted

information from bug reports, looked it up in the vocabulary, and recommended the top-k developers.

They used information retrieval techniques to match the word frequencies in bug reports to the word

frequencies in source code. Unlike other approaches, their approach does not rely on the quality of

previous bug reports and can assign bug reports to a proper developer although he/she never worked on

a bug report previously.
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(3) Tossing graph. Jeong et al. [34] introduced a Tossing Graph model to reduce bug tossing

(i.e., the process of reassigning a bug to other developers [34]). The proposed model is effective as it has

been evaluated to reduce 72% of bug tossing events and improve 23% of automatic bug-report assignment

accuracy. Furthermore, Bhattacharya and Neamtiu [62] extended their work by using additional attributes

on edges and nodes, which has been evaluated to reduce 86.31% of tossing paths and achieve 83.62% of

prediction accuracy in bug-report assignment.

(4) Fuzzy set. Tamrawi et al. [11] used a Fuzzy Set to represent the developers who have the bug-fixing

expertise relevant to a specific technical term, and “determine the capable developers for the technical

aspects in the system based on their past fixing activities”. They proposed a tool Bugzie that combines

fuzzy sets with tossing graphs, which has been evaluated to achieve higher accuracy and efficiency than

other work.

(5) Euclidean distance. Xia et al. [70] extended bug fixer recommendation to bug resolution recom-

mendation. In particular, they performed two kinds of analysis: bug reports based analysis and developer

based analysis. In bug reports based analysis, they recommended developers according to similar bugs

resolved in bug reports history. In developer based analysis, they measured the distance between a

potential developer and a bug report by considering bug reports the developer resolved before.

5.3.2 Classification based on information used in bug-report assignment

In the research on bug-report assignment, researchers usually build expertise models based on features

(e.g., words or terms) extracted from different data sets, such as bug reports or other documents. For

the original data sets, most researchers prefer to assign new bug reports by using previously assigned bug

reports [3,11,16,62,64,65,67,71]. Cubranic and Murphy [16] first used the summary and description of

each report; Anvik et al. [3,10] removed unconfirmed or reopened reports and reports assigned to resigned

or unexperienced developers; Baysal et al. [71] used the summary, the description, and the comments ;

Bhattacharya et al. [62] and Tamrawi et al. [11] used the bug report’s ID, the fixing developer’s ID, and

summary as well as description; Park et al. [35] extracted features from the text description of bug reports

and its metadata (i.e., version, platform, and target milestone). Besides, Baysal et al. [71], Zou et al. [67],

Tamrawi et al. [11], Aljarah et al. [72] and Alenezi et al. [66] all used reduced terms to improve the

accuracy and efficiency of bug-report assignment.

Some approaches are based on the history of source code. Matter et al. [69] proposed a bug-report

triage approach based on the vocabulary found in the source code contributions of developers; Servant

and Jones [73] combined the source-code history with the diagnosis information about the location of

faults; Shokripour et al. [74] proposed an approach to predicting what source code files will be changed

when fixing a new bug report based on its identifier, commit message, comments in source code and

previously fixed bug reports.

As no prior work combined bug reports with source code, Kevic et al. [75] first proposed a collaborative

approach, which lists similar bug reports though information retrieval and then analyzes associated change

sets and the developers who authored the change sets. However, their approach is evaluated based on

only the authors’ own projects, and thus the effectiveness of the proposed approach needs to be further

evaluated.

5.3.3 Empirical studies on bug-report reassignment

As developers may not deal with the bug reports assigned to them, sometimes bug-report triage has

to reassign bug reports. Therefore, besides the work on automatic bug-report assignment, there is also

some research on the analysis on bug-report reassignment. Guo et al. [76] conducted a large-scale study

on the bug-report reassignment process of Microsoft Windows Vista to learn the reasons for bug-report

reassignment. In particular, this study categorized five reasons for reassignments (i.e., finding the root

cause, determining ownership, poor bug report quality, hard to determine proper fix, and workload

balancing). Xie el al. [77] studied Mozilla project and found that the chance of bug report being reassigned

is associated with the assigner’s past activities and her/his social network. To prevent developers from
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being distracted by reassignment and to crowd-source non-developers to improve reassignment, they

proposed a logistic regression based tool to estimate the odds that the assignment is incorrect. Instead

of studying bug-report assigner reassignment, Xia et al. [22] conducted an empirical study on bug report

field reassignment, including reassigning reports to new developers. From their study, it usually takes

more time to fix a reassigned bug than a non-reassigned bug.

5.4 Discussion

In summary, many researchers have focused on automated realization of bug-report triage. Due to various

reasons, none of the existing approach has achieved satisfactory accuracy (e.g., more than 95%). Due

to the accuracy concern, it is hard to apply existing automatic bug-report triage approaches in practice.

Moreover, existing bug tracking systems are not able to provide any automatical support for bug-report

assignment. Therefore, developers still detect duplication and assign bug reports manually.

The main techniques used in bug-reports triage are information retrieval and machine learning. Spe-

cially, information retrieval is used to split a bug report into words which are easy to inquire, and machine

learning is used for the purpose of text categorization. Other techniques like tossing graph and fuzzy set

based techniques are not generally used.

In the future, researchers on bug-report triage may focus on improving the accuracy of bug-report

triage by using some new techniques (e.g., deep learning techniques ) and new data sources (e.g., emails,

comments of bug reports, documentation, logs).

6 Bug fixing

Besides the research in bug-report optimization and bug-report triage, there is also some research on

bug-report based bug fixing, including localizing bugs and recovering links between bug reports and the

corresponding fixing changes.

6.1 Bug localization based on bug reports

As soon as a bug is identified, the developer should locate the source code files (or methods, classes, etc.)

that contain the reported bug [78]. The process of finding the location of bugs is called bug localization.

Manual bug localization is time-consuming and tedious, especially for a large project with thousands of

files. To reduce the bug-fixing time and maintenance cost, many researchers have proposed automated

bug-localization techniques. In this section, we focus on only the techniques related to bug reports. Based

on the information used in the techniques, we divide existing work on bug report based bug localization

into two categories, bug localization based on source code and bug localization based on bug localization

history.

6.1.1 Source code based techniques

Given a bug report for a new bug, source code based bug-localization approaches typically use information

retrieval to rank the source code files by their relevance to a bug report. Similar to the operation process

of a search engine, the preceding process takes a bug report as a query in information retrieval. According

to Gay et al. [79] and Zhou et al. [80], the process of such an information-retrieval based bug localization

consists of four steps, corpus creation, indexing, query formulation, and retrieval and ranking.

Corpus creation. This step performs lexical analysis for each source code file and creates a vector

of lexical tokens. Some text transformation techniques are used, such as tokenizing, stopping, and

stemming. To reduce the size of corpus, existing techniques usually remove stop-words (e.g., “the”, “of”,

“to”, and “for”) that help form sentence structures but contribute little to the description of the topics,

keywords (e.g., int, double, char, etc.), separators, and operators, since they usually have no impact on

bug-localization effectiveness. To increase the likelihood that words in bug reports and source code files

will match, words derived from a common stem are grouped, and replaced with one designated group
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member (e.g., replace “fishes” and “fishing” with “fish”); composite tokens are also split into individual

tokens (e.g., the variable “TypeDeclaration” is split into “type” and “declaration”).

Indexing. This step indexes all the files in the created corpus. Inverted indexes are by far the most

common form, and for every index term (word, stem, phrase, etc.), a list of documents that contain the

index term is created. By using these indexes, fast query processing is enabled.

Query formulation. In this step, a bug report is treated as a query, and its textual description is

processed with the same text transformation techniques (e.g., extract tokens, remove common words,

stem each word, etc.) used in source code files. Index terms that are comparable to the source code

terms are produced, and are used to search for relevant files in the indexed corpus.

Retrieval and ranking. In this step, files in the indexed corpus are ranked based on their textual

similarity with transformed bug reports. A ranking algorithm based on retrieval model can calculate

scores of these files.

As the retrieval model impacts the effectiveness of ranking, various retrieval models and methods on

deriving ranking algorithms have been proposed. The widely used models are as follows:

• Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). Latent semantic indexing (also called latent semantic analysis) [81]

is a technique on analyzing relationships between documents and terms based on Singular Value Decom-

position (SVD). This technique assumes that related words occur in similar pieces of text and uses a

term-document matrix to describe the occurrences of terms in documents. Marcus et al. [82] first used

information retrieval method for concept location, where LSI was used to find semantic similarities be-

tween change request and modules of software and whose result is a list of source code files ranked by

their relevance. Comparing with other static code analysis based techniques, they discovered that the

proposed LSI based technique is independent of programming languages and requires only simple source

code preprocessing. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated based on NCSA Mosaic

web browser. After that they analyzed three static concept location techniques (i.e., regular expression

matching, static program dependencies, and information retrieval) to see the strengths and weaknesses

of the proposed techniques [83]. For the IR-based technique, they used the LSI [82]. Again in 2006,

Poshyvanyk and Marcus [84] combined Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) and LSI to promote the problem

of concept location. The results showed that the combined technique performed better than a single tech-

nique. After that, Poshyvanyk et al. [85] then proposed a feature location method called PROMESIR,

which combined LSI and a probabilistic ranking technique (scenario-based probabilistic ranking). They

chose LSI instead of other models as LSI “has been shown to address the problems of polysemy and syn-

onymy quite well”. Liu et al. [86] combined dynamic program analysis with static information retrieval

technique. In particular, they used LSI to index the comments and identifiers from source code. Most of

the proceeding work has shown that combining several techniques together may improve bug-localization

performance.

• Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a generative three-level hierarchical

Bayesian model, in which each document is viewed as a mixture of various topics that spit out words

with certain probabilities. Lukins et al. [87] first applied LDA model to automate bug localization, and

found that LDA can be successfully applied for bug localization. They also compared their results to

similar proceeding studies on LSI, and found that LDA performed better than LSI. After that, Lukins

et al. [88] extended their work by presenting five case studies to evaluate the accuracy and scalability

of LDA-based bug-localization techniques. They found that LDA is widely applicable as it is suitable

for open-source software of varying size and stability. Nguyen et al. [12] also extended LDA for bug

localization by proposing BugScout, which correlates bug reports and source code files via their shared

topics (i.e., the same technical aspects of the system).

• Vector Space Model (VSM). In vector space model, both documents and queries are represented

as t − dimensional vectors, each dimension corresponds to a separate index term, and each scalar of

a dimension represents the weight8) of the index term. The cosine of the angle between a document

vector and a query vector is used to measure the similarity between the document and the query [89]. In

8) The weight of a term in a document or query denotes the importance of the term, which is usually determined by the

retrieval model.
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information retrieval, VSM model is simpler than other models when representing a document. Gay et

al. [79] proposed IRRF (Information Retrieval with Relevance Feedback) based concept location. They

chose VSM as the information retrieval model, as at that time there was no clear winner among LSI, VSM,

or LDA. Zhou et al. [80] proposed an approach BugLocator based on revised Vector Space Model, which

differs from classic Vector Space Model in that it considers document length and similar bugs that have

been resolved before. According to their experiments, BugLocator outperforms existing bug-localization

methods.

Several research has focused on the comparison of these models. Rao and Kak [90] compared five

genetic models (i.e., the Unigram Model (UM), the Vector Space Model (VSM), the Latent Semantic

Analysis Model (LSA), the Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model (LDA), and the Cluster Based Document

Model (CBDM).) as retrieval tools for the purpose of bug localization, and found that UM and VSM are

more effective on retrieving relevant files than sophisticated models like LDA and LSA. Chawla et al. [91]

compared VSM and LSI, but their results showed that in most cases, LSI performs better than VSM.

Besides the models above, Saha et al. [92] presented BLUiR, which uses a baseline “TF.IDF model”.

They believe that code constructs (i.e., class and method names) improve the accuracy of bug localization.

Unlike traditional research during source code parsing and term indexing, their approach excludes lan-

guage keywords (e.g., if, else, etc.) as they are also important identifiers. Their approach also indexes full

identifiers and splits tokens. Kim et al. [93] proposed a two-phase recommendation model that eliminates

inadequate bug reports in the first phase. Their model outperforms the one-phase model and Nguyen’s

BugCount [12]. Most recently, Ye et al. [94] ranked source code files by leveraging domain knowledge

(e.g., API specifications and the syntactic structure of code) to help bug localization. Their approach can

locate 70% of the bug reports with the top 10 recommendations. Wong et al. [95] found that the existing

approaches can not deal with large files or stack traces. To deal with these two issues, they proposed

segmentation and stack-trace analysis techniques to improve the performance of bug localization. Their

approach is evaluated to significantly improve a representative bug localization approach.

6.1.2 History based techniques

Another typical way to localize a bug is to search for similar bugs resolved in the past and find a potential

resolution, as the same bug may have been encountered and fixed in another code branch [96]. Cubranic

et al. [97] built a tool to provide developers efficient and effective access to the group memory (i.e., the

collection of software artifacts that contain a work group’s past experience). The tool is able to provide

a highly ranked recommendation that points out the relevant location and constructs. Ashok et al. [96]

proposed a recommender system for debugging, which can automatically search through diverse data

repositories for similar bugs from the past. According to their evaluation, 78% of the 129 users stated

the recommendations were useful and 75% of them believed the search results useful. Zhou et al. [80]

examined similar bugs resolved before to improve bug-localization performance.

Furthermore, Davies et al. [98] proposed an approach to combining source code files and past similar

bugs. Their approach has been evaluated to be effective.

6.2 Recovering links between bug reports and change files

Bug reports are usually stored in bug-tracking systems. When bug reports are fixed, the corresponding

changes of source code will be recorded in change logs. The links between bug reports and committed

change logs are important in defect prediction, evolution analysis, and software quality measurement.

However, such links are often missing due to many reasons (e.g., systems provide insufficient supports or

developers forget to record such links).

To address this problem, many researchers focus on recovering the links between bug reports and

change files. As some link recovery approaches yield bias results, some research focuses on revealing the

bias and observing its negative impacts. In the following two subsections, we will review the existing

work on these two aspects.
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6.2.1 Link recovery

Change logs are usually stored in version archives, such as CVS. Fischer et al. [99] realized that there are

insufficient supports for software evolution analysis between version control and bug tracking systems, so

they populated a Release History Database, which stores extracted data. In particular, they combined

bug reports with change logs by comparing bug report ID. That is, they used a table to store the bug

report ID found in change logs. Furthermore, Fischer et al. [100], improved their previous approach by

considering both ID and the names of bug reports in analyzing software features.

Sliwerski et al. [101] linked bugs with changes from two levels: syntactic level and semantic level. In

the syntactic level, they split change logs into tokens and checked if there exists a bug number or key

words such as “fixed” and “bug”; in the semantic level, they validated the link by checking whether the

bug has been fixed, whether the change log contains the bug report description, and so on. Schroter

et al. [102] applied this approach in analyzing where bugs come from. Zimmermann et al. [103] used a

similar approach to predict defects for Eclipse.

Traditional link recovery approaches are effective, but suffer from poor accuracy. To improve the

accuracy, Wu et al. [104] developed an automatic link recovery algorithm—ReLink, which first discovered

links using traditional approaches, and then analyzed the missing links based on three features including

time interval, bug owner and change committer, and text similarity. The ReLink yields higher accuracy

and perform significantly better in maintainability and defect prediction. However, Bissyande et al. [105]

pointed out that the evaluation of ReLink has several flaws, so they used more reliable data to evaluate

ReLink, and found that ReLink is less effective in recovering missing links than recovering links that are

actually correct.

All the proceeding approaches are based on textual similarity between bug reports and change files.

Nguyen et al. [106] proposed a muti-layered recovery approach—MLink, which takes advantage of both

textual features and code features. Their evaluation shows that MLink outperforms the state-of-the-art

methods by improving 18% accuracy.

Despite these automatic methods in link recovery, Bird et al. [107] developed a tool, LINKSTER,

to provide convenience for manually establishing links. This tool integrates bug reports, source code

repositories, and mailing lists, and facilitates the exploration and annotation of software-engineering

data.

6.2.2 Bias revealing in link recovery

Since the links between bug reports and change files are widely used in defect prediction, evolution

analysis, and so on, it is essential to guarantee the accuracy and sufficiency of recovered links. However,

several evaluation shows that linkage bias is inevitable.

Bird et al. [108] noticed that only a fraction of bug fixes are labeled in change files. They found bug

feature bias and commit feature bias, and also provided strong statistical evidence on bug feature bias.

Furthermore, they illustrated the potential adverse effect of bias, and claimed that “bias is a critical

problem”. Bachmann et al. [109] extended this work by doing a more thorough evaluation and presented

a detailed examination of the bias in automatically recovered linked set. After that, Nguyen et al. [110]

conducted a pioneer study using near-ideal data-set, but bias still exists, so they believe bias is not a

result of datasets and approaches, but a symptom of software development process.

6.3 Bug-fixing time prediction

Predicting the time to fix a bug is important in maintaining software quality or aiding project planning

process. Several techniques have been proposed to measure or predict bug-fixing time.

Most of the bug-fixing time prediction approaches are building prediction models based on the at-

tributes of bug reports. Panjer [111] used the Bugzilla database of Eclipse for analysis. The attributes

they used in modeling are priority, severity, version, comments, components, and so on. They finally

achieved a prediction accuracy of 34.9% , and found that comments, severity, products, component, and

version influence bug-fixing time the most. Giger et al. [112] combined the attributes of the initial bug
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report with post-submission information (i.e., the information submitted after a bug was reported) to

classify bug reports into “Fast” and “Slow” (which denotes the fixing time) and their approach has been

evaluated to achieve an accuracy between 60% and 70%. Moreover, post-submission data was proved

to improve the performance by 5% to 10%. Besides the attributes Panjer used, they also took account

into other attributes, such as assignee. Most recently, Zhang et al. [113] performed a dedicated empirical

study on bug-fixing time with three commercial projects of CA Technologies (i.e., a multinational com-

pany providing IT management software and solutions). Their results show that the Submitter and the

Owner are the top 2 most important attributes which contribute to bug-fixing time prediction. Besides,

they proposed methods both on predicting the number of bugs to be fixed and on estimating the time

required to fix these bugs.

Instead of using the attributes of bug reports, Weiss et al. [114] used text similarity to predict bug-fixing

time, which is to find similar bug reports resolved before and then provides those similar bug reports’

bug-fixing time for consultation when facing a new bug report. Hooimeijer and Weimer [6] viewed time

as an important measurement of bug-report quality, and measured bug-report-triage time instead of

bug-fixing time using linear regression analysis.

Furthermore, some research takes developers who fix the bug reports as an important factor that may

affect bug-fixing time. In particular, Anbalagan and Vouk [115] studied on more than 70000 bug reports

from nine releases of Ubuntu, and found that “there is a strong linear relationship between the number

of users participating in a bug report and the median time taken to correct it”. Based on this finding,

they proposed a linear model to predict bug-fixing time. Guo et al. [116] performed an empirical study

on Windows Vista and Windows 7, and found that the higher reputation a developer has, the more likely

his/her bug reports get fixed.

To evaluate the significance of different features used by previous prediction models (e.g., bug reports

attributes, post-submission information, number of developers, and reporter’s reputation), Bhattacharya

and Neamtiu [117] conducted a large scale experiment on more than 500000 bug reports from five open-

source projects, using both multivariate and univariate regression testing. Their findings are different

from existing work. For example, they found no linear relationship between a reporter’s reputation and

his/her bug-fixing time.

Furthermore, as bug-report databases contain some long-lived bug reports that are not resolved due

to some reasons, Saha et al. [118] analyzed these long-lived bugs from five aspects: proportion, severity,

longest bug-fix process, reasons, and nature. Their study has the following findings: 5%–9% bugs take

more than a year to be fixed. Bug assignment and bug fix are actually time-consuming. Moreover, the

existence of long-lived bugs results from problem complexity, reproducing errors, and misunderstanding

of bug-report severity.

6.4 Discussion

To conclude, the same as bug-report triage, none of the existing automated-fixing approach has achieved

satisfactory accuracy, and developers still fix bugs manually. Information retrieval is also widely used in

bug localization and links recovering.

In future, more techniques (e.g., deep learning) can be used in automating bug fixing, especially in

bug localization based on bug reports. Also, to increase the accuracy of bug localization, it is essential

to assure that reporters provide high-quality bug reports. On the other hand, some skills can be used

for improving bug localization, such as adding some kind of labels in both the source code and the bug

report.

7 Other work on bug-report analysis

Besides the preceding research on bug-report optimization, bug-report triage, and bug fixing, there is

also a little research in other aspects of bug-report analysis that cannot be categorized into the above

three scopes, with various motivations. We will introduce these research in this section.
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As many developers use bug-tracking systems to discuss some issues in software development, Ko

and Chilana [119] used the whole set of closed bug reports from three open-source projets (i.e., Firefox,

Linux kernal, and FacebookAPI) to perform a qualitative analysis of design discussions in those reports.

They found that many arguments in these discussions are about whether to realize original design intents

or to make adaption according to user needs. They also suggested online discussion tools be redesigned

for clearer proposals. Sahoo et al. [120] examined reproducibility of bug reports via randomly selecting

bug reports of six server applications. They found that one request is enough for reproducing bugs in 77%

cases. Xuan et al. [121] presented the first model to prioritize developers in bug-tracking systems using

a socio-technical approach. In particular, by examining tasks in bug-report repositories, they concluded

that developer prioritization is helpful to enhance bug-report handling, especially for bug-report triage.

Bhattacharya et al. [122] defined several metrics to measure the quality of Android bug reports. On the

other hand, they compared Google Code’s bug tracker with Bugzilla and Jira, and found that though

Google Code’s bug tracker is more widely used by Android apps, it offers less management support.

Wang et al. [123] built a state transition model based on historical data, and presented a method for

predicting bug numbers at each state of a bug report, which can be used to predict a project’s future

bug-fixing performance.

8 Conclusion

There is considerable volume of research on bug-report analysis. After introducing some preliminaries, we

presented some statistics on practical bug reports to show that ensuring bug reports quality, automating

bug reports triage and localization are indeed urgent to be solved. Then we conducted a rather thorough

survey on existing bug-report analysis work, mainly including bug-report optimization, bug-report triage,

and bug fixing. Among the work in bug-report analysis, machine learning and information retrieval are

main techniques widely used.

However, many problems are still unsolved, even have not been studied. Many researchers have focused

on automated realization of handling bug reports (e.g., bug-report assignment, duplication detection, bug

localization). Unfortunately, none of the existing approaches has achieved satisfactory accuracy (e.g.,

more than 95%). That is, it is hard to apply existing automatic approaches in practice. Furthermore,

bug-tracking systems are still not able to provide any support for automatically dealing with bug reports.

In the future, researchers may consider how to improve the accuracy of existing automatic approaches.
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